
Host norm says:
While on routine patrol of the Federation's outer boundaries, the Huron rescued the survivors of a doomed research vessel crippled by the mysterious energy barrier at the galaxy's edge

Host norm says:
"Survival of the Species" Part Two

Host norm says:
**********Begin Game**********

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::At Tactical Station 1.  Accessing the memory chip for the information on the USS Fermat's finally moments::

FCO-Mara says:
::exits TL and walks to helm::

CMO-Khora says:
::in sickbay, watching quarantined crewman::

OPS_Jackson says:
::At Ops, running diagnostics of the EPS grid::

Host COBraun says:
:: in turbolift :: TL:  Sickbay, Deck 9...

EO_Thornne says:
::In engineering, peering over the current scans of the debris in the cargo hold::

FCO-Mara says:
::scans region for an isolated area::

OPS_Jackson says:
::Smiles at Mara as she enters the bridge::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
To All: Status reports.

FCO-Mara says:
::nods to  OPS::

Host norm says:
ACTION: The patient, on a biobed in sickbay, looks around at his surroundings.  He seems puzzled.

OPS_Jackson says:
CTO: Everything normal, nothing to report

Host COBraun says:
:: arrives at deck 9 and exits the turbolift ::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Helm normal.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Picks ups a scanner:: Ops-Jackson: Thank you.

CMO-Khora says:
::stands as crewman wakes::

Host COBraun says:
:: walks past the security guards and enters sickbay ::

CMO-Khora says:
::turns as CO enters::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
FCO-Mara: Have you plotted the course in the Captain told you about earlier?

OPS_Jackson says:
::runs a sensor sweep of the barrier::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Ah, captain, he has just awakened. I have kept him sedated as requested.

Host COBraun says:
:: with a low voice :: CMO:  Doctor, how is your patient...?

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The barrier glows and shifts impassively.

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Aye sir.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Begins scanning of the memory chip and notices that some of the path ways are damaged::

EO_Thornne says:
Computer: Run Diagnostic on computer core components in debris.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: See for yourself.

CMO-Khora says:
::gestures towards bio-bed 1::

Host COBraun says:
:: looks toward the patient in the quarantine field ::

Host Carr says:
::breathes deeply and rubs his temple::

EO_Thornne says:
::Notices CTO running similar scans in the computer::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *EO-Thornne*: could you please come to the bridge.  I need your assistance.

OPS_Jackson says:
::Finishes the EPS grid diagnostic and sends the reports to engineering::

EO_Thornne says:
*CTO* Let me know if I can be of assistance with those computer components from the debris. I have run my own scans but I have nothing conclusive yet.

Host Carr says:
::groggily props himself up on his elbows::

OPS_Jackson says:
CTO:  I'm going to the Cargo Bay to sort through the rest of the debris

CMO-Khora says:
::regards Carr::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
OPS-Jackson: Go right ahead.  

Host Carr says:
All: Where am I?

EO_Thornne says:
::Heads for the bridge, picks up his personal equipment case::

FCO-Mara says:
::entering isolated location in helm::

CMO-Khora says:
Carr: You are in sickbay.

OPS_Jackson says:
:: leaves Ops and enters Turbo Lift::

OPS_Jackson says:
TL: Cargo Bay 2

Host COBraun says:
:: approaches the bio bed :: Carr:  and you are aboard the USS Huron...

EO_Thornne says:
::Exits turbo lift on the bridge::

CMO-Khora says:
::looks to see if the CO to explain further::

EO_Thornne says:
CTO:What do you have sir?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *Security*: Are you in postion as I have ordered?

Host Carr says:
::stares around him::CMO: Am I infected?  What's with the quarantine field?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: <*Security*>: Yes sir.

OPS_Jackson says:
::exits Turbo Lift and heads for the Cargo Bay::

CMO-Khora says:
::looks inquiringly again at the CO::

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  A precaution... we have received word from Starfleet Command that the experiments you were conducting were... dangerous... can you tell us more...?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
EO-Thornne: Ah. Good timing.  This memory chip has some back relays in it could you possible fix them so that I can access the data stored in it.

OPS_Jackson says:
::Enters the Cargo Bay and sighs, looking around::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::heads towards cargo bay::

EO_Thornne says:
CTO:Let me take a look, sir.

Host Carr says:
::looks at CO slightly crosswise::CO: I don't know. I was just a ship's mate.  The brains never told me much.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
EO-Thornne: I can only get bits and pices of it.

OPS_Jackson says:
::Opens the nearby supply closet and takes out a tricorder, beginning to scan this and that piece::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Hands the memory chip to the EO::

EO_Thornne says:
::Pulls out a micro spanner from his case::

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  How do you feel at the moment...?

Host Carr says:
::looks around::CO: Tired....but fine.

Host Carr says:
::smiles::

EO_Thornne says:
::Takes the memory chip and bigins to reconstruct the relay pathways::

Host Carr says:
OPS:~~Can you hear me?~~

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  Are there any questions I can answer for you...?

OPS_Jackson says:
::stands up straight suddenly, fumbling with her Tricorder::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *CEO-McAndrews*: I hope you are not disturbed by the extra secuirty.

EO_Thornne says:
::Almost drops the relay as he clutches his head::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::enters cargo bay::OPS:Miss Jackson any luck.

Host Carr says:
::stares at the CO with silvery eyes:: CO: No, I understand.

OPS_Jackson says:
Carr:~~~~Yes...who are you?~~~~

OPS_Jackson says:
::looks at CEO::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Notices the EO grabbing his head:: EO: Are you ok?

OPS_Jackson says:
CEO: umm..No, still looking

CEO_McAndrews says:
COM:*CTO*:No sir its ok.

EO_Thornne says:
::Whispers to CTO:: CTO:Sir I think we have a problem

Host Carr says:
OPS: ~~I need you.~~

CTO-LTjr-James says:
EO-Thornne: What is it?

Host COBraun says:
:: smiles :: Carr:  Would you like a sedative...?  It might help you sleep...

OPS_Jackson says:
::continues scanning, looking distracted::

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: Is there something wrong?~~~~

OPS_Jackson says:
Carr:  ~~~~Need me for what?  Who are you?~~~~

Host Carr says:
::strongly::CO: No, I've never felt better.  Besides, I need to think.

CEO_McAndrews says:
scans through all the mess::

EO_Thornne says:
CTO: Not sure, it's not directed at me so I can't read it, but there is a very powerful psychic energy eminating from somewhere in the ship.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
EO-Thornne: Can you be more precise?

OPS_Jackson says:
FCO:~~~~I don't know Mara~~~~

OPS_Jackson says:
::moves a big chunk, and scans another bulkhead::

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  Then I will leave you to rest... :: looks to the CMO :: CMO:  Doctor, a moment of your time, please...

EO_Thornne says:
::Snaps up his own telepathic shield to keep the piercing energy from damaging him::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Taps Security team silent alert for the sickbay::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Of course.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::looks at Jackson looking up at nothing::OPS:Are you ok?

CMO-Khora says:
::moves aside with CO::

EO_Thornne says:
CTO: I wish I could sir, but my telepathic abilities are rather limited.

OPS_Jackson says:
CEO: Yes, just a little distracted

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The telepaths on the ship feel a slight touch move across all of their psyches.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
EO-Thornne: Ok.  Excuse me for one moment.

OPS_Jackson says:
::Drops her tricorder and grabs her head::

EO_Thornne says:
::Resumes work on the relays in the compter chip::

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: Whats wrong?~~~~

CEO_McAndrews says:
OPS:Lori are you ok?::jumps up::

Host Carr says:
OPS:~~You and I...~~

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Run as many scans as you need... review archival files, especially from Dr. Mc Coy from the Enterprise... maybe we can find something that can counter the effects of the barrier...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Moves to part of the bridge that no one can hear from him. Taps badge:: *CO-Braun*: The EO is sensing a storng physic builded up.

OPS_Jackson says:
CEO: Someone....

OPS_Jackson says:
::Stumbles with her words::

CMO-Khora says:
::nods::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Aye, captain.

CEO_McAndrews says:
OPS:Do you need a doctor.

Host Carr says:
::frowns and looks off::

OPS_Jackson says:
FCO~~~~Did you feel that Mara?~~~~

Host COBraun says:
:: taps combadge :: CTO:  Thank you, Mr. Jones...

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Captain.......

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Yes, Doctor...

OPS_Jackson says:
Carr:~~~~Who are you?  What do you want from me?~~~~

FCO-Mara says:
::visibily shakes::

Host Carr says:
ACTION:The CTO feels a terrible, staggering pain in his head.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::goes back to the memory chip.  and notices the information upon the chip::

OPS_Jackson says:
CEO: Something is wrong, I think I need to go to Sickbay

CMO-Khora says:
CO: My readings show all vital signs as normal, and he is fully healed. Is there further need of quarantine?

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: Yes ....what was that?~~~~

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Collapses to the floor clutching his head:: Out loud: AAAAAAARRRRRGGGGGGHHHHH!

CEO_McAndrews says:
OPS:Come on I will help.

Host Carr says:
ACTION:The impulse engines come on line.

EO_Thornne says:
::Reaches for the CTO catching him as he falls to the floor::

OPS_Jackson says:
FCO: ~~~~I don't know Mara, I've never felt anything like that~~~~

EO_Thornne says:
CTO: Are you ok sir

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Yes, Doctor, with a full force field... look closely at brainwave activity...

Host Carr says:
::looks at his hands in amazement::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Tries to stand:: 

OPS_Jackson says:
::nods and walks out of the Bay, trying not to stumble over the debris::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Impluse engines just came online .

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Brainwave activity? I had not thought to do so.

Host Carr says:
ACTION: Brainwave activity is highly erratic.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::helps Lori out of bay::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Very well, captain. I shall start immediately

EO_Thornne says:
::Reaches for the CTO's face and attempts a mind meld to help shore up the CTO's psycic barriers::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
Computer: Initiate CTO Code 1.  ::Falls back to floor clutching his head::

OPS_Jackson says:
::Smiles slightly, and leans against the CEO and heads for the Turbo Lift::

CMO-Khora says:
::picks up tricorder and scans for brain activity::

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Doctor, I will be on the bridge...

EO_Thornne says:
~~~CTO: this should help~~~~

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Captain......

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  yes...?

FCO-Mara says:
::puts hands over ears::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: This crewman's brain activity is highly errratic.

Host Carr says:
::Carr's voice rings out hollowly::CO: That won't be neccessary, Captain.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Looks up and sees the EO:: EO: Thank you.

OPS_Jackson says:
::Enters Turbo Lift with CEO::

CEO_McAndrews says:
*CMO*:I may need you in sickbay Khora.

Host COBraun says:
:: looks at Carr :: Carr:  What was that, crewman...?

FCO-Mara says:
::the pain in my head .aaaaahhhh::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Stands Up:: FCO: Moves us towards the Captians ordered place warp 7.

EO_Thornne says:
CTO:I am glad I could help. You should be able to access that Memory chip now, sir

CMO-Khora says:
*CEO*: I'm already there, Chief. What's the problem?

OPS_Jackson says:
::holds her head, sighing::

Host Carr says:
::hops off of biobed and tests the forcefield with his finger::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO:Aaaaahhh.....Yes sir.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
FCO-Mara: We have only voice commands for the ship. Computer panels are locked down.

EO_Thornne says:
::Shifts his psychic focus, gradually adjusting to compensate for the ever probing mind::

CEO_McAndrews says:
*CMO*:Lori is in extreme pain.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
EO-Thornne: Thank you for your help.

Host Carr says:
ALL: It seems as if the brains' research was right....

CMO-Khora says:
*CEO*: Then get her to sickbay.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *Security*: Alert status 1.

CEO_McAndrews says:
Computer:Sickbay.

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at the crewman through narrowed eyes::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Aye sir.

Host Carr says:
CO: Captain, I need your ship.

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  Crewman, if you will enlighten me as to what you are talking about...

CMO-Khora says:
::blinks incredulously at Carr::

CEO_McAndrews says:
OPS:Lori are feeling any better?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *CO*: Captain we are moving toward the coordinates you issued earlier as a precaution.

OPS_Jackson says:
CEO: No, but at least not worse.

EO_Thornne says:
::Sits down on the floor of the bridge and assumes a Vulcan medatative stance::

Host Carr says:
ACTION: Helm coordinates start to reprogram themselves.

CEO_McAndrews says:
OPS:Try to hang in there.

OPS_Jackson says:
::Nods to CEO, still rubbing her forehead::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO; helm is reprograming itself sir.

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  This ship is not yours, this is mine... you will not take it, understood?

Host Carr says:
CO: I'd rather not kill you. ::looks smug::

Host Carr says:
CO: You amuse me....

CEO_McAndrews says:
::TB opens and helps Lori to sickbay::

OPS_Jackson says:
::Walks out of the Turbo Lift, leaning against the CEO::

EO_Thornne says:
~~~~::Opens a small hole in his mental shield probing for the invading mind::~~~~

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  Be that as it may, what is your intention, crewman...?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
Computer: Scramble all inputs and shut computer core down. Alpha Threat 2476.

Host Carr says:
ACTION: An ever increasing wave of awareness and power washes over the EO's mind.

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: The pain is unbearable.~~~~

CTO-LTjr-James says:
FCO-Mara: Then we must do this manually.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Takes the big seat::

OPS_Jackson says:
FCO:~~~~I know, whats causing it?~~~~

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: its coming from medical.~~~~

Host Carr says:
::touches the barrier again and smiles:: CO: It won't work.  Your minds are so....simple.  I need to return to the barrier.

EO_Thornne says:
~~~~Carr:What do you want with us~~~~

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *OPS_Jackson*: I need you on the bridge now.

OPS_Jackson says:
FCO:~~~~That's where I'm going, i'll see whats going on~~~~

CEO_McAndrews says:
::looks at Lori::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Aye sir....::falls out of my seat::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Stands up to help the FCO::

EO_Thornne says:
~~~~::Prepares for mental battle::~~~~

Host Carr says:
::looks at the Doctor::CMO: I've enjoyed your crew profiles, Doctor.  There are several on this vessel that can join me in humanity's future.

Host COBraun says:
:: sighs :: Carr:  To you, our minds may not be simple... why  do you need to return to the barrier...?

CMO-Khora says:
Carr: How.....

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: Ok ......I might see you there.~~~~

OPS_Jackson says:
::Taps her badge:::*CTO*: I'm on my way to Sick Bay, Sir

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks in sickbay with Lori::

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The ship engines move to life and warp one, warp two, warp three....

FCO-Mara says:
::takes CTO offered hand::

CMO-Khora says:
::turns as CEO and OPS enters::

CMO-Khora says:
::moves to help Lori to a biobed::

CMO-Khora says:
CEO: What happened?

OPS_Jackson says:
CEO: You better go to the bridge. I'll be alright

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*CEO*: I need those engines off line now!

CEO_McAndrews says:
CMO:I don't know?

Host Carr says:
CO: After all, even Zeus needed a pantheon to serve him!

OPS_Jackson says:
::Lays on the biobed, holding her head, seeming uncomfortable with her surroundings::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
Computer: Reroute primary controls to the FCO station.

CEO_McAndrews says:
*CTO*:Aye sir.

Host COBraun says:
Carr:  Crewman, how can   you enjoy those new found abilities if you have no body to enjoy them with...?

CMO-Khora says:
::scans Lori with tricorder::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
FCO-Mara: Keep us from entering that barrier.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::heads towards engineering::

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Hmmmm.......

FCO-Mara says:
::take helm::

EO_Thornne says:
::Stands up when he reallizes hi is to far away from Carrs mind to launch an effective attack::

OPS_Jackson says:
CMO: It's my head doctor, something isn't right

Host Carr says:
CO: The weak will die. The strong will live.  The rest does not matter.::walks through the forcefield.

FCO-Mara says:
::pushes in new location::

Host COBraun says:
:: taps combadge :: FCO:  ETA to the barrier...?

OPS_Jackson says:
::sits up suddenly and looks around::

EO_Thornne says:
::Moves imediately to the turbo lift and heads for engineering::

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: I am reading high brain activity, not on quite the same level as our friend over there, but it is rather erratic.

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Please, stay still.....

OPS_Jackson says:
::looks at Carr::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM *Security*: All security personnel to the Sickbay!

OPS_Jackson says:
CMO: Thats him...thats the voice I heard

CMO-Khora says:
::tries to lay Lori back down::

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at Lori::

Host Carr says:
::turns and smiles at OPS::

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Voice?

EO_Thornne says:
::Arrives in main engineering and immediately begins a manual overide and shut down on the warp engines::

FCO-Mara says:
*CO*: five mintues sir.

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at Carr:

OPS_Jackson says:
CMO: He....he was...speaking to me...in the bay

Host COBraun says:
Computer:  Open a channel on all decks...

Host Carr says:
ACTION:The barrier looms larger and a hum begins to fill the ship.

CMO-Khora says:
::moves to trolley and retrieves a hypospray::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Security teams head for the sickbay:: <Security>: We are in postion and ready sir.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::enters engineering::EO:Are you shutting dowm the warp drive.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Hears the Captain::

Host Carr says:
::waves hand and the hypo flies from the Doctor's hand::

Host COBraun says:
Computer:  Destruct sequence one, code one, one A.

CMO-Khora says:
::administers a painkiller to Lori::

Host COBraun says:
:: looks to the Doctor ::

FCO-Mara says:
::Puts in new location and speed into helm::

CMO-Khora says:
::watches the hypospray fly across the room::

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at CO::

EO_Thornne says:
::Opens his little bag of tricks and pulls out a antimatter containment wand and sets it next to the antimatter intake of the warp engines::

OPS_Jackson says:
::Watches the hyopspray, then looks back at Carr::

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The CO feels a tightening in his throat.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
Computer: Destruct sequence two, code two, two B.

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: Whats happening?~~~~

Host Carr says:
CO: I can see your atoms, Captain.  It will only be a shortwhile before I can tear them apart.  Don't annoy me!

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Are you shutting down the warp engine?

Host COBraun says:
:: starts to gasp ::

OPS_Jackson says:
FCO: ~~~~ The patient is hurting the captain! ~~~~

FCO-Mara says:
*CO*: Two mintues to barrier sir.

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Destruct sequence two, code one, one A, two B.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *Security*: Enter and stun everyone.

Host Carr says:
ACTION:The Huron crashes into the barrier.  Systems short and power goes off line.

OPS_Jackson says:
Carr: Stop!  Leave him alone!

EO_Thornne says:
CEO:Attempting to sir, by applying a negative power feed to the containment wand it should syphon off enough antimatter to slow if not stop the reaction.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: <*Security*>: Aye sir.  ::Security teams enter in a swarm::

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The ship rocks violently

CTO-LTjr-James says:
FCO-Mara: Any luck in gettings us off this barrier?

Host COBraun says:
:: with a final breath  :: Computer:  Code zero, zero, zero, destruct zero  2 minute countdown...

OPS_Jackson says:
::falls off the biobed, and moans  in pain::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::Looks around::EO:I think its too late.

EO_Thornne says:
::Is thrown back, knocking the containment wand off its precarious perch::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Hears the finally command::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Still trying, sir.

CMO-Khora says:
::goes to CO::

Host Carr says:
ACTION: <Computer>Warning: Autodestruct engaged...

OPS_Jackson says:
Carr: ~~Leave him alone, this is no way to get us to help you!~~

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Captain.......

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at Carr::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Security teams enter the Sickbay firing phasers at anyone only with stun level settings::

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Lower force field.

Host Carr says:
::looks furious::

Host COBraun says:
:: is turning blue ::

CMO-Khora says:
::retrieves phaser from desk::

CEO_McAndrews says:
Myself::Autodestruct.

Host Carr says:
::releases the captain::

CMO-Khora says:
::trains phaser on Carr::

FCO-Mara says:
*CEO*: How long to you can get power restored to helm?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
COM: *TO All hands*: Get to escape pods now.

Host Carr says:
::looks amazed::All: I can feel the minds....new humanity....

EO_Thornne says:
::Watches the warp core silently as it moves to critical mass::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
FCO-Mara: You can leave if you want. I'll take the helm.

OPS_Jackson says:
::stands up slowly, holding both her head and ribs::

CEO_McAndrews says:
FCO:Maybe a couple of minutes.

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Quickly, Lori, go to the pods.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Are you ok?

OPS_Jackson says:
CMO:  I'm not going....to leave you doctor

Host Carr says:
::tilts his head, phaser beams striking his chest::

EO_Thornne says:
CEO: I think so, sir

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: No sir,  I will stay......the CEO said he would have power for helm in two mintues.

CMO-Khora says:
::backs out of sickbay, phaser still on Carr::

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Go, Lori. I'll be right behind you.

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The autodestruct disarms itself.

OPS_Jackson says:
::heads for the door::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::nods::EO:Try to help me get power to helm.

EO_Thornne says:
To know one in particular: What the .....

EO_Thornne says:
CEO: Yes sir

Host Carr says:
<Computer> Autodestruct aborted.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::sits down in ops chair:: To self: I'm trying to reroute secondary power to the helm.

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: autodestruct off?

OPS_Jackson says:
::stops and looks at the CMO, then at Carr::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Hears FCO::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:It's off.

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Main engines are still offline sir.

CMO-Khora says:
::fires on Carr::

EO_Thornne says:
CEO: If we bypass the secondary relays we should be able to shunt power directly from the warp core to the helm subsystem

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Taps Badge:: *CO*: Autodestrcut has be shut off.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Nods at the FCO::

Host Carr says:
::looks thoughtful:: All: Some have died.  That is expected. ::looks at Ops:: But you have survived.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Try on console 1.

EO_Thornne says:
CEO:Aye Sire

CMO-Khora says:
*CTO*: The captain's unconcious at the moment. I'm taking him to the life pods.

FCO-Mara says:
*CEO*: I need main engines.

OPS_Jackson says:
::Stares at Carr::

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The phaser beam strikes Carr full in the chest. He looks annoyed.

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: LORI!

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: NOW!

CEO_McAndrews says:
*FCO*:I will try.

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Let's go!

EO_Thornne says:
::Begins feeding off the main power line bypassing secondary relay systems::

OPS_Jackson says:
::continues to head for the door, still watching Carr::

"Q" says:
:: A Q pops-up on the bridge of the Huron in the usual sarcastic fashion...displaying the appropriate Captain's colors and rank:: ALL: ::can be heard across the ship: Greetings Huron crew ! ::usual smurky look::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
<*Security*>CTO: We are unable to stun Carr.  What should we do?

FCO-Mara says:
*CEO*: AYE>

CEO_McAndrews says:
::moves to console 2 and starts trying to get main engines going::

FCO-Mara says:
::Looks at the Q::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Turns to see the "Q":: "Q": Who, what?  Get off my bridge now!

CMO-Khora says:
::continues to carry the limp captain over one shoulder, firing on Carr as he exits sickbay::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Who was that?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*Security*: Set phasers to kill if you have to.

"Q" says:
CTO: It's not your bridge today...::removes him from the CO's chair and takes place::

OPS_Jackson says:
Carr:  ~~~~What are you doing, you'll be killed if you don't stop all of this!~~~~

Host Carr says:
::looks very concerned::All: No, I'm not ready for this step yet.

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: This way, Lori.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Grabs a phaser off his side belt:: Q: I don't think so.

CMO-Khora says:
::heads towards TL, then stops and turns to look at Lori::

EO_Thornne says:
CEO: Helm, should have power now sir, but its rigged to death.  Tell her to take it easy.

OPS_Jackson says:
::follows the CMO as fast as she can, holding her ribs in pain::

FCO-Mara says:
::watches the CTO and Q::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Good job.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
Q: I said get off my bridge now!

CMO-Khora says:
::enters TL, laying the CO on the floor::

Host Carr says:
ACTION: The "Q" looks around with satisfaction.

FCO-Mara says:
*CEO*: DO I have main engines yet?

OPS_Jackson says:
::Enters the TL with the CMO::

CEO_McAndrews says:
*FCO*:Mara we got it but take it easy on.

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Are you alright?

"Q" says:
::an acting as the real Q would he pops everyone on the bridge...including the being named Carr::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Main engines have power.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Hears the CEO:: FCO: move us away from the barrier as quickly as you can.

OPS_Jackson says:
::looks around::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Plotting course at warp 3.

"Q" says:
Carr: You will not do further damage...the Continiuum will not allow it! These "humans" are not ready.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Sees Carr appear on the bridge:: Carr: who.?

Host Carr says:
ACTION: OPS feels odd as if she is at war with herself.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
Q: This is not your problem. Leave.

OPS_Jackson says:
::grabs her head and lets out sounds of pain::

"Q" says:
::waves hand and mutes the CTO for a few secs::

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~OPS: Are you alright?~~~~

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Rasies his phaser at the "Q"::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::heads for bridge::

CMO-Khora says:
OPS: Lori!

"Q" says:
CO: You are not going to have it easy for a while.

OPS_Jackson says:
::screams in pain, holding on to her head::

CO Braun says:
:: shakes head ::

EO_Thornne says:
::Maintains the power feeds to helm station::

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at "Q" with annoyance::

Host Carr says:
::looks with his silvery eyes at the Q::"Q":I knew it would come to this.::gestures to everyone::They fear us!  They fear what we can become!

CMO-Khora says:
Q: What is the meaning of all this?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Gestures to the "Q":: "should I?::

OPS_Jackson says:
FCO:~~~~::tries to speak to FCO, but all she senses is a soft tone::~~~~

"Q" says:
Carr: Stand down your actions. We don't fear you...well I don't.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::enters bridge ands sees all the action::Himself:What the?

COBraun says:
:: dazed :: ALL:  What...?  What is going on...?  the destruct sequence...?

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~Lori!!!Loris!!!~~~~

CMO-Khora says:
CO: It was de-activated.

OPS_Jackson says:
::holds her head and cries::

"Q" says:
Crew: You are not supposed to be near the barrier....you are not ready ...the Continiuum will not allowed this to continue.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Is able to speak again:: "Q": What do you mean by that??

COBraun says:
CMO:  Where are we now...?

Host Carr says:
::breathes deeply::"Q": Maybe you should::gestures abruptly and the Q flies out of the command chair.

FCO-Mara says:
::feels Lori pain ::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: The bridge, captain. Don't ask me how.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Lowers his phaser:: "Q": That is part of your home world isn't it?

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Are you alright?

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~Lori: take deep breaths.~~~~

"Q" says:
Crew: As for Carr...I will prevent you from...doing any further harm to yourself..::grins...and still well seated in the CO's chair::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::turns the phaser on Carr:: Carr: hold it right there!

FCO-Mara says:
::enters isolated spot::

OPS_Jackson says:
::tries to breath, but just cries::

"Q" says:
::he is thrown off like a puppet:: ::grins::

EO_Thornne says:
::Noticing the power feed fluctuating reaches in to secure the feed, severely burning his hand::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::hears Lori cry in confusion::
s
Q says:
Carr: Ohhhh...you wanna play...well...take this...::waves hand to hurl him::

Host Carr says:
**********pause game**********



